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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Soil survey involves the technique and practice of soil classi-
fication; it is the act of describing, identifying, and mapping the 
different soil areas., The recording of other research, chemical, and 
physical data is a part of the program, as e.lso is the interpretation 
and use of the completed maps and reports. 
There exists a dual need of making more profitable use of agron-
omi.c research and proper utilization of each acre of Okla.home.' s soils" 
Both are concerned with efficient production of nPra>.ded crops and the 
future productivlty of the soHo Each phase can be aided by the Judi-
cial use of the detailed soil survey maps and reports~ 
The objective of this study is to promote a wider under'stamhng of' 
soil survey and a greater use of its findings by bringing together in 
one paper (A) 8, ba.ckground history of soil survey? a broad vi.ew of what 
has been dot1e tmd the criteria of mapping i:,;hich have been evolved, (B) 
the farit that soils do not just happen, i:J::-ce five faetors with 
mlE!king a:ny so:ll what it is,, 8YK1 (G) a characteriz,ation some Oklcthoma 
soils 9 iihe"t they are arid how they react~ 
This is a prelirr1inary study and is presented as a. pa.rt of a greater 
project of compiling morphological 9 chemiria1 9 and physical data. on key 
soils in Oklahoma to aid in the classif'ica.tion of' these soils o These 
data will be used to supply· informa.t:1011 leading to the most efficient use 
cf each soil type, issue.nee of recommended management practices for 
1 
each soil type, issuance of average and potentia.1 yields for each soil 
type, and recognition of conservation needs of each soil. type. 
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CHAPTER II 
METHODS AND PRCCEDURES 
Original papers, United States Department of' Agriculture and agri-
cultural experiment station publications~ private correspondence, in-
. service li tere.ture for soil survey, and county soil survey reports were 
used to establish the history or soil survey as a practice and of agen-
cies responsible for conducting this work.. These sources were used as 
cross-references to correct errors common to historic1,l documents., 
Text books~ original papersj and USDA publications were reviewed 
to obtain a comprehensive view of soil formation and reasons for varia= 
tion in soils~ 
Maps)> original papers, county soil survey reportsj) unpublished ma-
terial from the Okla.homa Experiment Station,. conversation with widely 
experienced personnel 9 and observation in the field were used to de= 
scribe the soil areas of Oklahoma and to characterize the soils giveno 
Morphological features were taken from published a:nd unpublished 
data of the Oklahoms1 Experiment Station where the profile was previous-
ly described. Other profiles were described in the field using st~m= 
dard soil survey methods 9 this work was done by a team of which the 
author was a membero The team was responsible for collecting morpho-
logical deta on out-state plots where Agronomy Department personnel 
have or have had experimental plots,. The soil features observed were 
recorded on soil de.ta forms and filed according to soil type~ 
Cotton yield data were obtained from experiment station reportsP 
3 
4 
both published and unpublished, cotton variety study reportsJ and from 
ra.w de.ta from experiments on experiment station plots a.nd 011 out-state 
plots. 
CHAPTER III 
BACKGROUND STUDY 
History of Survey 
Man has always recognized local soil differences. Espehally 
since he began to till the soil he has seen the variation in:color 
and in productivity and he observed that some areas are more easily 
tilled than otherso 
As men began to travel they saw recurring likenesses and differ= 
ences in soils and began to study these patterns. The oldest record 
of sueh study is a classification of soils based on color and struc-
ture by Yu, a Chinese engineer, some 4 9 000 years ago (4)o Most of 
the early systems of classification were based on single features 
such as texture or color and had only local significanceo Later sys= 
tems have been based on geology~ geography~ vegetation~ or chemistryo 
It was reported by Coffey (14) in 1913 that American soil surveys 
began in 1820 with a geological survey at Albany Countyj) New York. 
This work was undertaken for the Agricultural Society of Atbany County 
and e. classification or soils was ineluded.o Similar ll geologically in-
clined soils maps of other regions followedo The early geologists 
agreed that the bulk of the soil is composed of broken fragments of 
disintegrated rcck, so it was natural to infer that the soil of any 
region could be known by the rock from which it was formeda The impor-
tant soil maps of this country began with Emmons and his Natural History 
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Survey of New York, Part V9 Agriculture, 184~0 This work contains a 
lengthy discussion of the characteristics and properties of the soils· 
of New York and also an agricultural map of that state. In 1854,0wen 
and Peters pioneered the systematic study of the soils of the eo'llhtry 
by means of chemical analysiso Hilgard as geological map of Mississippi, 
1860, and Eo Ao Smith's geological report for Alabama, 1882, gave valu-
able information concerning the physical properties of the soils of 
each stateo Chamberlain's soil map of Wisconsin, 1882, was the first 
published in this country based on the physical properties of the soil 
itselfo 
Soil mapping in the United States received its greatest impetus 
with the entry of the government into this fieldo After a few years 
under another department, the Division of Soils was organized in the 
United States Department of Agriculture in 1899, with the responsibil-
ity of conducting the National Soil Survey. Milton Whitney was the 
pioneer head of this project, and the foundation which he laid has come 
to be the most comprehensive system of soil classification and mapping 
in the world (28). Curtis· F. Marbut, who served under and succeeded 
Dro Whitney~ established basic criteria for soil identification and thus· 
developed a consistent and logical system of soil classification~ He 
- . 
adv&nced soil survey from an empirical procedure to a scientific disci= 
pline (28)o Under Charles E. Kellogg9 the basic understanding of soils 
has increased and soil maps ha:ve been improved 9 but Dr . Kellogg's 
greatest contribution has been in the area of interpretation and use of 
"' • ', 1 I • I, 
soil maps . The National Soil Survey has been under various agencies 
and is now a pa.rt of the Soil Conservation Service of the USDA. 
The first detailed soil survey in Oklahoma was conducted in 1905 
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when Oklahoma County and a small area near Tishomingo was surveyed~ 
There was no further mapping until 1914 when Bryan, Muskogee, Canadian, 
Roger Mills, Kay" and Pa,yne were mapped during the four=year period 
extending to 19180 These surveys are now out-of-date. Intensive sur-
veying was resumed in 1930 and has been conducted sporadically since~ 
At the present 1 standard county soil survey reports with detailed maps 
are a-vailable for 25 counties: 
Alfalfa Kiowa Pit.tsbt.rcg 
Carter Le Flore Pontotoc 
Choctaw Major Texas 
Cleveland Mayes Tillman 
Craig McIntosh Tulsa 
Garfield Murray Washita 
Grant Noble Woods 
Greer Okfuskee Woodward 
Harmon 
A rep.ort of slightly different nature with a soil association map 
is a-vailable for Wagoner County .. Work is now progressing toward the 
publication of maps and reports for Logan9 Creek9 Pawnee 9 Harper 1 Jack= 
sonj CimarronJ Beavery and Commanche countieso Unpublished detailed 
soil conservation surveys and standard soil surveys are locally avail= 
able for a. la.rge portion of Oklahom.ao 
Present Criteria of Classification and Mapping 
The taxonomic units by which soils are progressively divided are~ 
Order~ Sub=order, Great Soil GroupJ Fa.mily9 Serles 9 Type, and Phase., 
The first three are collectively called higher categories and the latter 
f'our are the lower categories., This concept is under critical review 
by soil scientists at the present time and a new system based on more 
nea.rly on the factors in the soJ.1 itself is being proposed (20) .. 
The Order re1~ers to the normality of the soil profile., Soils are 
classified according to the relationships IJf their profile characteris= 
tics to the characteristics of the soil normal to that zone. It is well 
established that definite relationships exist between soUs and the bi-
otic a.nd climatic env:!.romn.ents under which they have developed (35)" 
If the nature and arrangement of the ,rarious horizons of a soil reflect 
the mature stage of development under its particular environment it is 
placed in the Zonal Order, The Intrazonal Order includes those soils 
with strongly developed horizonsv but with some abnormality which hin-
ders plant growth; this may be the presence of salt 9 alkalill or calcium 
carbonate, it may be an excessively high water table.9 or it may be a 
cemented horizono The Azo:nal Order includes youthful soils which do not 
yet reflect the full effect of the soil forming factors of the region 
in which they are found,, 
The Soil Sub=orders a.re broad categories which include soils with 
similar characteristics a.nd genesiso They are given descriptive names 
in terms of general characteristics, for example, Light=colo:red soils 
of the timbered regions; there are genetic and regional inf'erences in 
these names (35)~ 
The Great Soil Group is the most useful of the higher categories, 
because it, is possible to indicate many sr:.iecif'ic facts iibout e1:rnh of 
the so:ns inl'.;ludedo The names such as Tundra soils~ Reddish. Prairie 
soils~ or Brown Podzolic soils ca:k~ry definite c10:nnot.ations~ 'I'his eate= 
gory is sometimes used in small scale mapping to indicr-i.te the ge:nera.l 
character of zone.l soils by regions of' a n.g,tion or continento 
The F'amily iss at present 9 a poorly defined category grouping 
soils with similar horizons and developed from parent materials of sim= 
ilar nature~ It is intermediate in generalization between the Great 
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Soil Group and the Series; therefore, the number of' specific:, fundamen-
tal soil profile fea.tures used will be intermediate o 
The most important taxonomic unit is the Soil SeriesP defined as 
a group of soils having horizons similar in their distinguishing charac-
teristics and developed from a particular type of parent material (29)~ 
Except for texture of the A horizon9 the morphological features of the 
soil profile 9 as determined in the physical characteristics 9 thick-
nesses9 and arrangement of the soil horizons, do not vary significantly 
within a series. These characteristics include especially structure, 
color 9 and texture (except the texture of the A horizon), but not these 
alone. The content of' carbonates and other salts, the acidity or a.lka-
linity1 and the humus content are included with the characteristics 
which determine the series, The series name suggests a mental pic-
ture of a soil profile to a person familiar with tha..t series. While 
the soil series is not used alone as a mapping unit 9 it is the founda-
tion unit from which more specific units a.re divided. 
The texture of the A horizon or plow layer is the basis .for dif= 
ferentiating series into typeso The soil series name is combined w:i.th 
the textural class to give the soil t,ype" While it is possible for a 
soil series to have a complete range of types? there are generally not 
more theJ1 two or three; many series are monotypeso Beeause the sur-
face texture of a soil is so important to its usej) the permissible 
types within a, series is becoming more restrictE':d, 
The phase is a subdivision of the soil type" Its properties 
must therefore be within the defined range of the soil type and series. 
Phases are separations within a soil type on the bBsis of characteris-
tics, which 9 although significant to the use of the soil by menl> have 
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little or no significance in the genesis of the soil .. Although there 
has been too little consistency in the past in deciding whether to 
recognize a phase or establish a new series 9 such features as variations 
in slope 9 degree of erosionJ stoniness 5 and thickness of alluvial de-
posits have customarily been used to separa:te phases within a soil type. 
(29) ~ 
The soil mapping unit as placed on published lll8,ps depends on the 
intended use and the scale of that particular ma.po While it is possi-
ble to use the soil phase as the ~artographic unit on a large scale 
mapl) referred to as a detailed soil map 9 it is more common that com= 
promises must be madeo Such compromises are the inclusion of alien 
soil types within the mapping unito No separation is made if it is 
too small or lacking in sharply distinguishing characteristics to be 
utilized separately by the farmer. 
A common mapping unit for small scale maps is the soil associationo 
This is a flexible unit collecting broad areas of closely associated 
soils which have been developed in similar kinds of parent material 
and which strongly reflect the combined influences of climate and vege= 
. 
tat:ton in their developmento. Individual members of an association may 
vary widely due mostly to land slope and. length of t.ime they have devel= 
oped, On very small scale maps the association may include soils de-0 
veloped from different kinds of parent material but which lie in assoei= 
ation with one another~ 
The criteria by which different soils are distinguished follow 
closely the pedological soil characteristics as listed by Marbut in 
1920 (15): 
lq Number of horizonso 
2. Color of the various horizons,, with special 
emphasis on the surface one or two, or where 
color denotes reduction or oha.:nge in par.e1Yt 
materiaL 
3 .. Texture of the horizons., 
4o Structure of the horizons, 
5o Relative arrangement of the horizons. 
6. Chemical composition of each horizon. 
7" Thickness of each horizo:n. 
8. Geology of the parent material where slgnifi= 
cant. 
9 o Mineralogical content of the soil materiaL 
10" Relative landscape positiono 
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These characteristics are determined in the field by trained experts; 
labora .. tory a.nalyses a.re used a.s supporting evidence when necessary. 
Factors of Soil Formation 
Soils are individuals by reason of the complexity of their for-
mationo Any given soil is a tJ:1reer~dimensional 9 na.ture.l living body 
which has cha.racteristics of its owno It is the result of climate and 
living organisms modi.fying the parent me.terial o:n a :r;erticular slope 
over a period of time or 9 as stated by Kellogg (21), since the soil is 
a synthetic product of climate 9 living m.atte::r 9 parent rock9 .and relief, 
acting in time 9 each dii"f'erent combination of these will produce a 
different soilo 
Parent material is any mass of material which co:ntaix1s the pro-
ducts which can be convertad by the other soil forming factors into a 
soil body o It is geologic material we,at,hered in place or eroded and de= 
posited in a new posi t:lono It is no"'G soil9 rather it is the material 
from which soil is madeo The parent material may not exert a large in= 
fluence on a mature soil, due to the influenee of the other soil form,= 
ing factorso In general 9 though, we may say t.hat ·1:,hei texture of the 
soil is largely determined by that of the materia.l from which it devel,= 
oped~ Soil color9 pHv mineral c:ontent 9 and :nutrient availability a.re 
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often functions of parent materiala. 
Topography as a factor of soil formation is an arbitrary desig-
nation; actually, it is a condition influencing in many important ways 
the other factors of soil formationo Through the transportation agents 
of' water end gravity it aids in the accmnulation of soil parent material, 
or it prevents the formation of de3p A horizons on steep slopes. It 
also affects the amount of moisture available for ::5011 ,development; a 
slight difference in kind of slope or its gradient may alter the depth 
and color of the solu~, the sharpness of the horizon distinctions, and 
the presence of various eoncretionso The direction of the slope is of 
considerable consequence; southern exposures are warmer and drier and 
are subjected to greater fluctuations in temperature and moisture (19)" 
In relation to soil formation9 time is one of the more important 
factors in all processes" This is more than to say that it takes time 
for climate and living organisms to transform a mass of rock debris in-
to a soil~ Useful statements regarding the rate of soil development 
cannot be made in terms of years because some soils have .formed very 
rapidly and others exceedingly sloY (lO)o Evidence can occasionally 
be seen within a profile that it is passing from one equilibrium to 
anothero Each soil goes through a process of evolution; the soil goes 
through stpges of youth, maturity9 and old. age. 
Climate and life are the two in one factors of active soil forma= 
tion which utilize the passive factors ir1 the continual process of soil. 
genesis (20)o Each phase of both factors is a complexity within 
itself o 
Moisturej as one of the primary elements of clim~te~ is largely 
responsible for the features of a soil body" It does its work through 
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solution and hydration of mineral rnatter 9 translocating substances in 
solution and in colloida.l state from one point in the soil body to ano-
ther9 and through mechanical transport,fil.tio:n of larger particles of soil 
both vertically and horizontallyo The amount of percole.t,ion also a.ffects 
the level of ground water a.nd in turn hes a.n effeet on the movement of 
salt into and out of the prof'ileG With increasing moisture tmd ,,egeta-
tive growth there is increasing humus in the soil (18) o In ev1:J.lm1ting 
the effect of precipitation on soil formation~ consideration must be 
given to seasonal distribution and intensity of rainfall, atmospher:lc 
humidity 9 land slope, tmd texture of the parent ma terfa.L 
The obvious effect of temperature is that of modifying moisture 
levels a.nd the activity of living organismso Through its direct in-
fluence on decomposition rates,. temperature controls)l to a large extenty 
the humus content of the soil (18) o Temperature also has rc. mechr:i.nical 
a.ction, frost heaving may keep the horizons sttrredJ and alternate 
freezing 8nd the.wing is thought to be a fa.ctor in the formation o.f gra,n-
ular structure., 
As a factor of soil format.ion, winds are of direct importrmce in 
<:!Onl"£ction with the moisture component in their influence on the ev-apo-
re tion rs. ts" The importe.ncc of their me 
function of' moisture, the cutting of particles and th3 
tri:n1sporta tion of soil parent m21terial. :Ls greet i.n A.rld regions o Sinc(:i 
wind impoverishes one region of materie.l transport0d to another 9 it is 
usually thought of as a soil destroyer rather tha.n a soil former. 
The larger plants a.ct directly and indirectly in soil formation. 
Their roots penetrate into the lithosphere where they act mechanically 
on the rock and mineral material~ Acid secretions from the roots aid 
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in the chemical break-down of rocks and mineralso Old root channels 
serve as drainage a.nd for accumulation of suspended material. By their 
metabolic functions plants transfer mineral substances from the soil pro-
file or parent material to the surface. The organic complexes result-
ing from life become an intimate part of the soilo Typically, soils 
formed under grassla.nd vegetation tend to have deep profiles high in 
organic matter and ba.se content, while temperate zone forest soils have 
more distinct horizons, are acid in reaction,. and have accumulation of 
iron and aluminum in their subsoils. 
Earthworms not only mechanically stir the soil and transport par-
ticlesjl but they also ingest large amounts of soil material and plant 
debris which they leave behind as castings. Their channels also serve 
as routes for- percolation of wa.ter and for aerationo In local areas 
ants and termites are .of considera.ble importance in their tunneling 
and building of underground storage binso The work of rodents, moles~ 
gophers, prairie dogs, badgers~ etco is similar to that of worms and 
ants in mixing soil horizons and in leaving passages open for deep for-
mation. 
Soil microorganisms are active in decomposition of organic debris, 
synthesis of new organic substances, aiding in formation of granular 
structure 9 and making plant nutrients availableo The chemical activity 
with1.n the soil,, both organic and inorganic~ is largely the function of 
soil microbes (36). 
Geological Areas of Oklahoma 
The area of Oklahoma has had a varied geological historyo Great 
periods in which it was lifted have been altered with those in which it 
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stood/~ear or below sea level, and when it was dropped well below sea 
level• (.32).. Those periods are reflected by the type of deposits and 
their relation to one another., Genere.lly, the dip of the rock is to 
the westll or once=level deposits lie further above see. level in their 
eastern extentions,, On the other handP the surface elevation varies 
from above 4~000 feet in the panhandle area down to less than 500 feet 
in the southeastern corner of the state. 
The land surface in the Ozark region of northeast Oklahoma. is a 
broad9 strongly dissected cherty plateau dominantly of' Mississippian 
deposits"' The rough Ouachita mountains and valley area south of the 
Ozarks is underlain by bedded Pennsylvanian rocks; the valleys were 
forrn,ed in shale members, the mountains in sandstones. A detached moun-
tain area,, the Arbuckles, resulted from an igneous uplift; exposing 
Mississippian limestones and sha.leso To the west this same uplift pro-
duced the Wichita mountains of granite which broke through the surface 
of the plainso 
South of the Arbuckles and Ouachitas is a wooded sandy plain 
through which run long narrow limestone and calcareous clay deposits 
supporting tall grasseso These are Cretaceous coastal plain sediments 
which extend westward to about the center of the stateo 
West of the Ozarks and Ouachitas is the eastern prairie plain or 
Cherokee Prairie which is mostly on Pennsylvanian shales with local 
ltmestones and is broken in many places by low wooded sandstone ridges'° 
This extends west to a more rugged area of sandstones usually called 
Cross Timbers,. 
The Cross Timbers 9 a much discussed area well recognized by the 
early travellers because of the difficult terrain and scrubby timbers~ 
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is u~derlain by both Pennsylvanian and Permian sanstones~ The charac-
teristic small open prairies are formed on more clayey deposits of the 
same ages" The area. extends west to Caddo County :i.n the central part 
of Oklahoma., 
A second bros.d plain~ the Reddish Prairiej) extends west from the 
sandstone belt and is formed on Permian age clay beds and fine grained 
sandstones locally overlain by loesso This grades -westwa.rd to a more 
rugged country termed Rolling Red Plains~ which extends into the breaks 
of the High Plainso 
The extreme northwest part of the s·~ate and the panhandle is called 
the High Plains and is a broad 9 smooth are8. covered by loose loamy 
Tertiary deposits of high lime content and characterized by calcareous 
breaks and broad9 almost level interstream divideso Locally there are 
thick smooth loess deposits of wind=blown sands :i.n low duney tracts., 
Among all of Oklahoma 1s major rivers are belts of loose Pleisto~ 
cene materia.ls" S1rndy loams and sands occupy north sides; loa.ms and 
silt loams 9 the south sides" These belts widen noticeably from the 
center of the state v1estwardo In places they are found without appar= 
ent relation to present streamso 
Soil Resource Areas of' Oklahoma 
Soils of the Ozark Highlands are light=colored9 deepy eherty silt 
loa!J:lS with reddish 9 cJ;i.erty~ clay loam subsoilss, many of which have ex= 
cessive drainage. The chert makes these soils droughty except where 
land slopes are gentle 1rnd deep subsoils are fcundo 
In the Ouaehi ta Highlands the soils of mountain slopes a.re usually 
light""brown9 stony, sandy loams, and many are quite shallow. The valleys 
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are of deeper foot s+;ope a.nd alluvial soils of light=brown sandy leant; 
the subsoils are reddish to yellowish clay loam or sandy clay# The 
soils in the southern portion of this area are sometimes used for the 
production of cotton and will be discussed in greater detail latero 
The Grand Prairies around the Arbuckles are areas of shallow and 
deep~ da.rk clay loams fairly high in organic matter with dark clay sub-
soils over medium=hard limestones and limy sha.leso There a.re consider-
able bodies of shallow» stony land similar to the central mountain 
its$lf., Some cotton is grown on the smooth bodies of soil in this 
region., 
The Wichita mountains form a disjointed chain from Lawton to Gran-
ite on which there is almost no soil except in narrow valleys between 
the ridges. Some alluvial outwash has occurred to the south but this 
is limited., and its effect on soils is not great. A :f'ew soil areas 
oecurring cm these materials are of coarse 9 brown loams over gravelly 
clay subsoils. 
The forested )9JIQ>lrti<Qilrllg;j -of· the· Cg&11stSJ.l :PJLains have: li;ght-,coh:ire9 
acid 9 sandy soils with yellowish and reddish sandy clay subsoils. The 
grassed limestone and shale areas are locally called Grand Prairie and 
consist of two major kinds of soil. One is a nearly=black» strong gran= 
ula.rj) calcareous clay of high organic matter content over marls and 
shales; this is sometimes referred to as Black=v1axy soil. The other 
kir1d i::i acid silt loa.m with clayey subsoils developed on neutral to 
alkaline cla.y beds and shaleso Many areas on favorable slopes are 
used for cotton production~ 
The Cherokee Pra.iries ha·ve weakly acidJ brownSI granular soils with 
clayey subsoilso On indigenous sandstone ridges are soils similar to 
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those in the Cross Timbers. On limestones and calcareous shales are 
da.rkJ granularj) weakly=ac:td clay loams with olive-brown mottled sub-
soils, limestone esc:~rrpments a.re common. Many of the soils are used 
for cotton in the portion south of the Arkansas Rivero 
The soils of the Cross Timbers are mostly shallowf light-colorea, 
and sandy, 'fhe smooth ridges and footslopes have deep soils with light-
brown~ sandy loam surfaces and reddish to yellowish clay loam or sandy 
clay subsoils@ These ~re not as strongly leached as the forested soils 
to the east and south. The soils of the prairie openings occuring on 
the finer textured rocks are like those of the prairies near which they 
occur; those on the east side like Cherokee Prairie soils, and those to 
the west like the soils of the Reddish Prairieo Cotton was once wide-
ly grown throughout this entire belt but its production is now largely 
limited to the southern portion. 
The Reddish Prairie soil resource area has brown to reddish brown,, 
slightly acid loamy soils with nearly neutral to alkaline clay or clay 
loam subsoilso Through it are many bodies of shallow soils. This too 
was once an important cotton producing area but most cotton is now grown 
on the smoothest uplands south of the Canadian Rivero 
The transition to the rougher area of the Rolling Red Plains is 
very gradual» the main difference in soils being that they are less 
le~ichedy have neutral reactions and lime carbonate accumulations in the 
subsoils~ The southern two tiers of counties is underlain mostly by 
clayey deposits and has the smoothest terrain; this is probably the 
most important cotton area in the sta.teo North of this 1 the land is 
rollingy soils are developed in sandy shales and sandstones, and the 
cotton is in smaller blockso There is a greater amount of shallow soil 
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and a tendency tovard ranching and wheat farming, Cotton is almost com-
pletely restricted to land south of the South Canadiano 
Soils of the High Plains are mostly da.rk=b:rown,, neutral loams a.nd 
clay loams with alkaline to ca.lcareous clay loe.m and clay subsoils4 
Caliche layers are common except on the most sandy soils which have loamy 
sand a.nd sandy loam surfaces and loam or clay loe.m m1bsoils usually 
leached of free lime and about neutral in reactionq Cotton production 
is not attempted except under i.rrigation and the crop is seldom grown 
in the Oklahoma portion of the High Plains.,, 
Soil areas on the unconsolidated mantles of sandy loams and loams 
bordering the rivers are very important croplandso They usually occupy 
terrace-like areas or are undulating to gently rollingo Loamy textured 
soils are brown and granular and have clay loarn subsoils~ Tho.se in the 
eas·t are leached and moderately acid T,,Jhile the western members are only 
slightly leached, are neutral to alkaline, and have weak profile devel= 
opment, Sandy soils are light=brown9 granular to loose loamy sands and 
sandy loams with reddish to bro1Jt.t1ish clay loam and sandy clay subsoils., 
Leaching is mo:re intense on these and ·weak acid soils extend westward 
past the middle of the s-t:ltte ~ Important areas in the extreme west part, 
appear urlrelated to the present stream pattern and seem t,o be on out0= 
wash from the receding l~ront of the Tert,iary ea.po These soils are the 
most leached of the western part of the state and have lower phosphate 
and base saturation than soils around themo 
Youthful soils built on alluviums and unconsolidated mantles high 
in weatherable minerals are very important to agricult,ure throughout 
Oklahoma. Cotto~ is grown on them e1.ren where it is not common on the 
surrounding uplandso The nature of alluvial soils is extremely variable 
,oz• ,101• 
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from place to place and within any given prof'ile, the texture of a depo-
sit depends on its source and the relative speed of depositing waters .. 
Where Cotton Is Produced 
Present Oklahoma cotton acreageJ as shown by Plate 2~ is now con= 
fined largely to the southwestern portion of the stateo Reasons for 
this distribution9 other than original soil differences 9 are many and 
va.riedo Among these are the longer growing season in the south and the 
larger 9 more economic si~e of fields in the southwest., As economic con= 
ditions and farming habits changeJ the cotton acreage pattern may be 
still further alteredo 
Hector,, Cleburne~ and Conway are the major upland soils of the 
Ouachita. Highlands used for cott@r.. production" As southeastern Okla-
homa cotton production decreases 9 upland acreage of the crop is prac= 
tically limited to Kirvin and lfllowie in the Forested Coasta,l Plains and 
Durant~ San Saba~ and Denton i.n the Grand Prairies, Most of the upland 
cotton grown in the Cherokee Prairies is on Dennis 9 Bates 9 Parsons? 
Okeir.ah~ and Taloka~ Cross Timbers upland soils used for cotton pro-
d uc:tion are Stephemrille and Dougherty o Important soils of. the Reddish 
Prairies for cotton production a1~e RenfJ:ow~ Kirkland 9 Bethany9 Zaneisj, 
Cobb9 Vanoss 9 Min1.;;o~ Norge~ Canadian9 Chickasha 9 Brewer'y and Teller~ 
Soils of the Rolling Red Plai:ns on whieh cotton has ·been grown in con= 
siderable amounts a.re ':rillman9 Foard 9 Carey J Woodward 9 St,o Paul 9 Dill 9 
Enterprise 9 Tipton)) Abilene, Brownfield 9 Hollister 9 and Miles. Con.sid= 
erable cotton is produced throughout the state on alluvial a.nd mantle 
soils such as Miller 9 Yahola 9 Verdigris9 and Pope of the east and Dale 9 
McLain9 Reinach 9 Canadian 9 Yahola 9 and Port in the central and southwest., 
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CHAP'rER IV 
RESULTS 
The soils discussed here are limited to those investiga.ted in a 
general study of Oklahoma soils upon which field res0arch trie.ls a.re 
being or have been conductedo They are limited to those soils on 
which precise cotton de.ta. are a.vailableo The location9 use~ morphol= 
ogy~ and production of cotton w111 be given along with a brief discus= 
sion of each soilo 
San Saba So:tls 
San Saba soils are located in the Grand Prairie region of Okla= 
horna as well as larger a.re as in Texas" They are part of broad open 
prairies and are on broad gentle slopes with gradients usually less 
than two percent" The original vegetation was tall and mid grasses; 
the land :ts now used for general farming with summer row crops pre= 
domina.tingo 
San Saba clay is often referred to as a Black=waxy soil 9 having 
a shiny de.rk-gray to black surfa.ce horizon" This is often 16 inches 
thick and is characteristicly granular 9 friable~ calcareous 9 1rnd high 
in organic ma-t;ter" Lying under this is a hor:lzon of dark=gray clay 
which is weak coa.rse granular 9 ce.lcareous 9 stiff and sticky j) but rel-
ati.vely permeable, this horizon is extremely variable in depthj) its 
lower edge being wavy due to the pressures from deep cracking on drying 
and subsequent swelling from deep within 'Ghe profile on wetting., The 
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parent material is Cretaceous age marl, soft limestoneJ or calcareous 
shales., 
Cotton variety tests were conducted two miles east of Caddo for 
five years, 1951=1955, Jo Hq Joines cooperating. A spot location pro= 
file of this San Saba clay with one to t1,m pere:ent. slope is gt tren on 
page l of the Appendixo As no fertility treatmant was made 9 this is 
considered a medium level management for this soil type" The average 
for recommended varieties for the five years was J.39 pounds of lint 
per ac:reo 
San Saba soils are high in native fertility and their "self 
swallowing11 nature shou..ld aid in keeping them relatively- fertile for 
long periods to (iomeo The high exchange capacity of these soils makes 
it quite unlikely that they would respond to light applications of 
fertilizer. While these soils are easily managed 9 mismanagement has 
led to considerable erosion. 
Okemah Soils 
Okemah soils are found pr:1.n.cipally in the Cherokee Prairies and 
the eastern portion of the Reddish Prairieo They are developed fro!ll 
Pennsylvanian shales and clays on gently rolling erosional upland., The 
surface is weakly convex t,o plane and the gradient is dominantly one to 
two percento The vegetation was once tall grass; the present use is for 
genera.1 farming o 
The A horizons of Okemah soils are about 14 inches of dark=gray 
silt loam which is weakly granular 9 friableD slightly aeid~ and grades 
through a broad transition which be,comes browner and heavier with depth 
a.:nd may be divided into two transition hor:1.zonso The B horizon is 
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mottled olive=yellow and light=gray· clay which is blocky to about three 
feet and massive below9 hard when dry and stich.7 when wet.9 very slowly 
permeable 9 mildly alkaline 9 and grades to the C horizon at about four 
feet" The parent material is mottled l.ight=gray and brownish-yellow 
clay with interbedded siltstone and sa:ndstoneo 
Cotton fertility tests were located on the Earl Franklin farm 
one-half mile east of Council Hill in 1954 9 1955, and 19560 They were 
dominantly on Okemah heavy silty clay loam with a 16 inch A horizon and 
one percent gradient" Some of the area was transi ti.onal to Parsons 
and some to Denniso Fertility response tests were of two different 
types but seemed to indicate favorable response to potassium and also 
to ni tre>gen a.nd phosphorus when there was sufficient moisture" Under 
a high level of ma .. nagement, cotton following cowpeas and receiving 
various rates of fertilizer J cotton produced an average of 31+<:~ pounds 
of lint per a.ere. 
Okemah soils take up water readily for a while but water moves 
through the profile quite slowlyo There is difficulty due to excessive 
water only in extremely wet periods. Okemah soils are relatively 
droughtyo It is not a responsive soil to light applications of fer-
tilizer. 
K:lrkla:nd Soils 
Kirkland soils occur in the Reddish Prairie soil resource area 
but are somewhat darker and more strongly dei:reloped than more modal mem-
bers of the regiono They are upland soils found on broad, smoothly roll-
ing plains with weakly convex slopes and gradients of' one to two percento 
The vegetation was once dominantly tall grass, heavily used pe.stures are 
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now short and m.'td grasses.~ Smooth fields are now used for general farm-
ing of small grains and row cropsQ 
The sut'face horizon is usually 10 to 12 inches of dark-brown or 
grayish=brown silt loam which is moderate medium granular~ friable, 
slightly acid, and which rests abruptly on the B horizono The B hori-
zon is usually about two feet of dark=brown to dark=grayish-brown clay. 
It is blocky, very firm and becomes alkaline with depth; it often be-
comes less dense at about JO inches. The B hor:l.zon grades slowly 
through a zone increasing in red color and lessening in structural de= 
velopment to a parent material of weathered red bed clay, There may 
be calcium ca.rbon~tte concretions scattered through the subsoils. 
From a 40-year cotton fertility study~ 1917=1956, on plots 4100 
to 8100 of the Agronomy Farm west of Stillwa.ter come these results on 
Kirkland silt loam with eight inch A horizons and zero to one percent 
slopes:* 
Low level management 
Continuous cotton9 
Pounds 
lint per acre 
no treatment O O 6 Q O O ~ 0 e O O Q ~237 
Medium level management 
Continuous cotton9 all residue returned 
plus 150 pounds 0=20=0 annually since 1931~ • • ,,249 
Rotation cotton9 annual legume 9 and wheat 9 
No treatment. • • " " • • ~ o • .. ,, • $ • " • • ,, " ., • .252 
High level management 
Rotation cotton» annual legur.ne9 and wheat, 
average of all plots receiving phosphateo o ~ o o o o • 0296 
Proved potential 
Rotation cotton~ annual legumey and wheat~ 
150 pounds gypsum9 5 tons manure 9 and 500 pounds 
rock phosphate applied once :l.n rotation9 1933 •• 0 • 0 .701 
Cotton on plot 2100 produced 303 pounds lint per acre when fertil= 
ized with three tons of cotton burrs every third yes.r. 
*For complete profile see Appendixs> p. 52., 
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When in good tilth9 the surface will absorb vm.ter fairly readily 
but movement of water through the clay subsoil is very slow1 therefore 
the surface intake of moisture is limited~ Under optimum conditions 
the clayey B horizon may take up and store water but it retains its 
moistur~ tenaciously; its resistance to plant root growth also tends to 
make Kirkland droughty to summer cropso Phosphorus is often the limit-
ing nutriento Kirkland is not highly responsive to fertilization. The 
use of winter cover and green manure crops has depressed average yields 
of continuous cotton {30)o 
Norge Soils 
Soils of the Norge series are found principally within the Reddish 
Prairie zone on mantles of old alkaline alluvium or loesso The topog-
raphy is nearly level to gently sloping upland; Norge soils are usually 
developed on convex surfaces with gradients of one to four percento 
These soils were once covered with tall and mid grasses, they are now 
used for general farming and are especially suited to the production of 
summer row cropso 
Norge soils have surface horizons of about 12 :'J.nches of brotm to 
reddish-brown loams which are weakly granular9 friable 9 and neutral to 
weakly aeido They grade through a broad transition to horizons of 
red to reddish=brown sandy c;lay which is weak blocky and sometimes 
prismatie9 firm9 slowly permeable and extends down to about 40=44 
inches 0 The transition to the parent material is broad and the parent 
material itself is stratified yellowish=red or red sandy clay or sandy 
loam and neutral to calcareouso 
Data from nine years~ 1947=1955 9 of the Gotton fertility study on 
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series 1000 and 1100 of the Perkins Farm nine miles south of Stillwater 
gave the following results on Norge loam with 12 to 16 inch A horizons 
on one to two percent slopes:* 
Low level management 
Continuous cotton9 
Pounds 
lint per acre 
no fertilizers. o ••• " • o •••• 308 
Medium level management 
Continuous cotton,, 200 pounds Li.=12=4 per acre ., 
Rotation 4 years alfalfa and 4 years oats 9 
barley~ cotton; and darso, limed ., " ~ o .. o • " 
High level management 
Rotation 4 years alfalfa and L} years of oats? 
barley9 cotton~ and darso 9 limedJ residual 
., ., 370 
0 0 0 •• 360 
from 40 pounds P205 applied· to alfalfa,. .. ,. • ., • " • • • 452 
Prayed potential 
Rotation 4 years alfalfa and 4 years of oats 9 
ba.rley~ cotton9 and da.rso 9 limed 9 residual from 
manure (80 pounds N) and 40 pounds P205j) 1953,., " " " o .1190 
Vaness Soils 
Vanoss is a series of somewhat youthful soils found on mantles in 
the Reddish Prairie regiono They are developed on aeolian or alluvial 
sediments well above 9 and often removed from9 present. i'lood plains. 
The topography is nearly level to very gently rolling, Vanoss is devel-
oped on plane to weakly convex surfaces with gradient usually less than 
one percent,. The original vegetation was tall grasses, the present use 
is general farm crops 9 especially summer row cropso 
Vanoss soils are less red than the ofte~1 associa:ted Norge and 
Teller soils~ The surface horizon of about 15 inches of brown or gray-
brown loam9 which is granular 9 friable 9 and slightly acid, grades slow= 
ly into the B horizon of brown clay loamso This horizon is coarse 
granular and blocky9 friable to firmJ and very permeable for its fine 
*For.complete profile see Appendix9 p. 530 
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texture; this general horizon may be subdivided as it becomes coarser 
in texture and more nearly neutral in reaction., At a.bout four feet it 
passes slowly into the parent material which may be stratified. This is 
often yellowish to reddish fine. sands 9 loams, or clays, frie.ble and 
slightly acid to alkalineo 
A cotton variety test w~s conducted on Vanoss loam on zero to one 
percent slopes looated on series 3800=4100* of the Perkins Fa.rm, nine 
miles south of Stillwater)) for the 13 yea.rs of 1944=1956,, Under a low 
level of management$ continuous cotton and no fertility treatments.I' the 
recommended varieties averaged 286 pounds of lint per acre., 
Vanoss soils are well aerated~ have good internal drainage, and 
have adequate moisture storage~ They are relatively high in weather= 
able minerals)) yet they should be responsive to proper fertilization., 
'rhe use of winter cover crops in favorable mo:lsture years should lead 
to imprmred yields and help maintain good soil structure" 
Teller Soils 
Soils of the Teller series are rather youthful soils found on old 
alluvial mantles or stream terraces in the Reddish Pra.ir:i.e region and 
elsewhere in east a.nd t<entral Oklahomao The topography is gently roll= 
ing9 the surface being plane to convex with slopes usually less than 
five percento The orig:lnal yegeta'tion ';,Ias deciduous forest; primarily9 
it, is now used for summer grown row crops o 
Teller soil profiles are charaeterized by having about 10 inches 
of bro1,n1 9 very fine sandy loam which is weakly granular and very fri= 
able a.nd wM.ch grades slowly into two feet of' reddish=brown sandy clay 
*For complete profile see Appendix 0 Po 
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loa.m which is a,lso granular and friable., This grades to the parent 
material which exhibits various degrees of stratification and is usu-
ally neutral to alkaline while the solum is slightly acid. The parent 
material shows considerable weathering to about six feet" 
Cotton variety tests were conducted on the Austin Lives~y farm, 
three miles west of Broken Arro1,1y for five years, 1951=19550 Rye and 
vetch were plowed down in the spring and 100 pounds of 5-10-5 was applied 
at planting timeo The soil was Teller fine s~.ndy loam on about two 
percent gradientso The average yield for recommended varieties was 633 
pounds of lint per acreo 
Being youthful, Teller soils contain moderate amounts of weather-
able minerals~ and so are relatively high in native fertilityo Their 
low buffering capacity and favorable moisture relationships» however, 
make them quite responsive to fertility amendments. These soils give 
positive yield response to the use of winter cover crops~ Care must 
be taken to avoid excessive water erosion, 
Reinach Soils 
Reinach is an alluvial series found in the Reddish Prairie soil 
resource area and westwRrdo These soils are usually found on low 
terra.ces above the flood plain of streams thrit carry sediments from 
the subhumid plains to the west.. Reinach soils occupy extensive areas 
of these nearly level terraces and are associated with other soils 
such as McLaino The vegetation we.s once tall and mid grasses wl th 
scattered trees; it is well suited to general farmingJ especially 
the production of summer row cropso 
The profiles are deep and cha.nge little with depth except for 
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accumulation of organic matter in the upper 16 to 18 inches,. The sur-
face horizons are usually reddish-brown loams 55 grtmular 9 frie.ble, perm-
eable" and neutrBl~ The parent material is redder and more alkaline; 
it may become calcareous at about three feet r,i_nd contains occasional 
streaks of lime below thato 
In a nine-year cotton variety study, 1948-1956, on the Chickasha 
cotton experiment stationJ with continuous cotton and no fertilizers, 
a low level of management~ Reinach silt loam with zero to one percent 
slopes* produced an average of 378 pounds lint per acre" 
Reinach is freely but not excessively drained" It is not drough= 
ty but probably would respond to carefully timed irrigation. It is in-
herently fertile due to the relatively unwee.thered deposits from which 
it developed .. Reinach should be responsive to proper fertilization 
under irrige.tiono 
Port Soils 
The Port series composes youthful soils that are found on bottom= 
lands throughout much of the Reddish Prairies and Rolling Red Plains., 
They are developed on locBl alluvium in flood plains of st:ree.ms drain= 
ing subhumid plains underlain by red bed clays and sandstoneso The 
topography is broadly level but undulat:i.ngo The vegetation was once 
mixed deciduous forests or tall and mid gra.sseso The Port soils are 
now used for general .ferming with heavy emphasis on alfalfa production" 
Being developed from alluvium, Port soils exhibit stratification 
in most profileso Usually the A horizon of about 12 inches is brown 
to reddish-brown heavy silt loam9 granularP frie.ble 9 neutral 9 . and 
*For complete profile see Appendix~ Po 550 
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passes shortly into the parent material deposit::, These deposits will 
average reddish-bro1rm in color and loam in texture; there is seldom an 
impervious layer of any thickness to interfere with drainage~ The par-
ent material is granular, firm to crumbly, alkaline clay loam or loamo 
During the five years 9 1952=1956, cotton variety tests were con-
ducted one and one=half miles south of Webbers Falls on Port silt loamj 
with A horizons 10 to 16 inches thick on zero to one percent slopesJ 
E& Lu Cude cooperating, One year the tests were possibly on Reinach 
silt loam and two years they were located on a phase of Port silt loam 
with a substrata that is more clayey than usual. A relatively high 
level of management was followed by rotation of crops and the use of 
300 pounds of 3=9=18 per acreu The average production of recommended 
varieties was 466 pounds lint per acre~ 
The moisture relations are excellento The inherent fertility is 
moderate, but Port soils respond well to moderate applications of fer= 
tilizero They should respond favorably to the use of winter cover and 
green me.nure cropso 
Zaneis Soils 
Soils of the Zaneis series are some of the medium textured mem= 
bers of modal Reddish Prairie soils" They are found on erosional UP= 
la.nd with slopes usually between one and four percent gradiento The 
land once supported tall and mid gTa.sses; on area.s not cultivated)) the 
shorter grasses now predominate. Most Zaneis soils are culti\rated, 
however 9 and lend themselves to general farming" 
A horizons of Zaneis soils consist o.f a bout eight inches of bro1,,.m 
to reddish=hro-wn loam or fine sandy loam which is granular» friable 9 
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permeable)) and slightly acido This grades through about six inches of 
light cla,y loam to the B horizon which is typically reddish-brown clay 
loam, granule.r and weak prismatic, firm to friabl~l' slowly permeable, 
and neutral to about two feet, where it becomes redder, the peds are 
larger, and it is slightly more permeableo After passing through an-
other broad transition)) the parent material is found at about 40 inches., 
'!'his is characteristically red, shaly 9 sandy clay or interbedded clay 
shale and fine grained sandstone and is neutral to alkaline in reac-
tion., 
Records for 25 years 1 1930=1954)) from the Red Plains Conservation 
Experiment Station at Guthrie show relative soil and water loss with 
and without legumes in rotation when cotton rows are run down a steep 
slope. The soil is Za.neis loam of variable depth with a surface grad= 
ient of about eight percent; the upper end of the plot is quite shallow 
and the lower end is overlain with erosional debris. No fertilizer 
was used the initial 10 years and 250 pounds of 0~20-0 per a.ere was 
applied every third year aft.er 1940~ Under very low level management 1 
involving continuous cotton on excessbre slopes, cotton has averaged 
l~.3 pounds lint per acre@ Under low to medium level management, a 
rotation of wheatJ sweet clover J and cotton)) the cotton ha,s averaged 
210 pounds lint per acre. 
With proper surface management 9 Zaneis soils take in and store 
water rea.sonably v1ell and plants are e.ble to utilize this moisture 
to a. large extentn Zaneis soils are not inherently· fertile but respond 
well to proper fertilization and to use of winter cover and green 
manure cropso There is greater erosion under continuous cotton than 
when rotations are used~ 
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Brownfield Soils 
The Brownfield series is comprised of loose sandy soils found to 
occur in the Rolling Red Plains" They a.re developed on sandy aeolian 
material deposited on undulating 9 erosional upla.ndo The vegetation was 
scr1,1.bby shinnery oaks and bunch grasses, these soils are now used for 
general farming 9 especially summer row cropso Their surfaces are 
slightly undulating with gradients of one to five percento 
In its natural condition Brownfield has an A horizon of six inches 
of brown loamy fine sand which is single grain1 very friable and neutral 
to slightly acid" This lies over a 12 inch leached horizon of' light 
reddish=brown loamy fine sand; this rests abruptly on a B horizon of red 
sandy clay loam which is blocky9 firmJ and neutralo At about four feet 
the B horizon grades slowly into the parent material of yellowish-red 
loam which is neutral to calcareouso 
A four=year test9 1952-1955)) on Brownfield loamy fine sa.ndJ with 
a slope gradient of one percent and located on the Sandy Land Exper-
iment Station at Mangum9 has given the following results with contin= 
uoua cotton: 
Pounds 
Low level management lint per acre 
Shallow tillage 9 no treatment ., "' o " ., " o " " ,, ., • o • 109 
Medium level management 
Deep plowed,* :no treatment,. o • " ,, •• o o • o ,, " o •• 223 
Moderately high level management 
Deep plowed 9 * 100 pounds 12=24=12 placed 
to side t:tnd' below seed" 0 <) 0 <> • o, 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 " e O 279 
Moderately h:i,gh level management 
Deep plowed 9* 100 pounds 12=24~12 placed 
12 inches below seed9 4 replieations 9 1955. o o c e 517 
* Plowed deep enough to bring sandy clay material t,o . surface; 
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Brmmfield soils are drought resistant but are low in native fer-
tility and are subject to wind erosion which cree.tes a problem in estab-
lishing and keeping a stand of any seeded crop. Where the clay horizon 
is shallow enough to plov1 to the surf'a.ce J) this material will aid in the 
formation of a. more favore.ble soil structure which will offer resis-
tance to wind erosion and will incree.se the cation exchange capacity 
of the surface horizono Brownfield soils are responsive to fertiliza-
tiono Applications of gin n~ash9 cotton burrs$ and barn manure have 
resulted in higher yieldsJ as has the use of rye as a winter cover and 
green manure crop,, 
Dill Soils 
Dill soils occur '·most frequently in the southern portion of the 
Rolling Red Plains,, They are developed on gently sloping erosional 
uplands from Permian age packsandso Most of these soils occur on gen= 
tle convex slopes of about two percent gradiento The original vege-
tation was tall and mid gre.sses" These soils are now used for gen-
eral farming i, with emphasis on summer row crops o 
The A horizon of a typical profile is about 12 inches of reddish-
bro'Wn to red fine sandy loam~ granular 9 friable~ very permeabley and 
neutral" This gre.des shortly to the B horizon which is two or more 
feet of red sandy clay loam9 weak blocky to nearly massive 9 firm 9 perm= 
eable 9 end about neutral.. The B horizon grades slowly to the parent 
ma.teri1:tl which is red packsand stratified with thin bands of sandy 
loams snd clay loams and is neutral to alkaline., 
Cotton variety tests were conducted on Dill fine sandy loaml)* with 
*For complete profile see Appendix, Po 570 
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15 inch A horizons and two percent slopes 9 one m.1.le east of Elk City 
during the five yea.rs of 1952 to 19560 The coopera.tor:;, Dale MeLein, 
supplemented these tests and found good response to 11 inch plowing, 
uee of rye for winter cover and green manure crop 9 use of sweet clover 
for residue after pasturing9 and rotations with small grai:nso He 
found no response to 300 pounds 5=10=5 per acre in 1955~ Under this 
relatively high level of management the rec001.me:nded varieties produced 
average of 237 pounds of lint per acreo 
Dill soils a.re well drained yet riave re'lson.'3.bly high moisture 
storage ca.pacityo They are not high in native fertility but are not 
known to respond to fe~tilization; it is rea.sonable to expect favorable 
response to proper fertilization in years with high rainfall .. 
Enterprise Soils 
The Enterprise series is com.posed of youthful soils found in the 
southern part of the Rolling Red Plainso They are developed on exten= 
siYe aeolian mantles deposited on erosional uplands near strea.ms drain= 
ing the plains of western Oklahoma and Texa.so The gener1:>l topogr1:tphy 
is smooth to gently rolling9 most s1xrft=tces are plane to comrex eJ1d 
gradients are usually one to two percento The su.rface uas once covered 
' 
by mid and tall grasses" The present use is general f'arming 9 mu(0h of 
the are~ being in row crops and alfalfao 
Enterprise profiles do not change gree.tly with depth in color or 
textur$., The A horizons of brown very fine san1y loams are granular 9 
friable» permeable)) a:nd slightly alkaline" They dev·elop to about 15 
inches and grade shortly to the parent ma·terial whie;h is slightly 
weBthered, reddish=brown aeolian deposits of Pleistocene or Recent age. 
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The parent material has less aggregation and is more alkaline the.n the 
A horizon and may have thin seams of lime concretions. 
Cotton variety tests were conducted on Enterprise very fine sandy 
loam with an 18 inch A horizon on zero to one percent slopes, 11 miles 
southeast of Davidson on the Galen Briggs farm., Under a low level 
management for the five years 1 1952-19569 the recommended varieties 
produced an average of 296 pounds per acre¢ 
Enterprise has a very good physical condition alloT,D.ng it to pro-
duce some crop under adverse moisture conditions. Its youthful nature 
contributes to the presence of weatherable minerelso There is little 
to indicate that applications of any fertilizer would be profitable, 
yet one would expect Enterprise to be very responsive to high levels 
of management if moisture were not the limiting factor., 
Tipton Soils 
These are youthful soJls of the Rolling Red Plains developed from 
ce.lcareous alluvial or aeolian deposits along major streams draining 
semiarid to subhumid regionso They occur on nearly level topography 
and often occupy the depressional area.s of broad very gently undulating 
terraces ~md ma.ntle deposits.. They once supported short e.nd tall 
grasses; they are now used f'or general farming. 
The A horizon is of about 18 inches of brown loam which is mode,.. 
rately granular9 fria.ble~ permeabley and neutral to alkalineo This 
grades shortly into a very similar horizon except that it is redder 
and often has fine specks of lime concretions~ These later two layers 
may constitute a weakly developed B horizon or may be the result of 
stratifica.tion, each may have occasional ble.ck concretions~ The parent 
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material is reddish=brown or brow silty clay loam interlayered with 
fine sand which appears to be alluvial depositso There are numerous 
streaks of accumulated limeo 
Tipton silt loam with 18 inch horizons on one half percent slopes, 
. . . 
located on the OklahoJDB. Cotton Substation at Tipton,* has been used for 
cotton variety tests and other experimental work., It was established 
that irrigation results in economic yield increase and that fertilizers 
are beneficial only under irr~gation., Tlie cotton variety tests were 
with continuous ootton9 no irrigationj and no fertilizerso Under this 
lov level management for the lJ years of 1944 to 1956 the recommended 
varieties averaged 276 pqu.nds lint per acre .. 
Foard Soils -
Foard is a series of well developed soils found on nearly level 
upland in the Rolling Red PlainsG They are developed from Permian age 
red bed elayso The native vegetation was of short and mid grasses; the 
present use is for general farming 9 especially small grain.so 
Foard soils are characterized by brown clay loam A horizons five 
to eig:btinches thick which are weak granular~ friable but hard when 
dry, and neutral to alkalineo This A horizon rests abruptly on·the 
B horizon of brown clay which is blocky~ .firm» and alkaline and which 
becomes massive and calcar~ous with depth; while this horizon is com-
pact arid high in elay content, it is not a true clay pan •. The B hori-
. . . 
zon'grades slowly into the parent material at about four feetf .this is 
clayeyred'bed deposits which··has.accumulations of soft lime··and may· 
show distinct -bandingo_ 
*For complete profile see Appendix~ Po 59. 
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Records are available for the four years of 19527 1954, 1955, and 
1956 from cotton variety tests conducted on the Irrig&tion Research 
Station at Altus¢ The soil tested was Foard silty clay loam with six 
inch A horizons on one percent slopeo* Irrigation was applied to all 
plotsc 100 pounds of 16-20=0 per acre was used in 1952, 500 pounds 
of 8-10-0 in 1955J and 267 pounds of 15-15-0 in 1956~ The recommended 
varieties grown under this high level management produced an average of 
864 pounds lint per acreo 
Foard soils are moderately high in inherent fertility and are not 
responsive to fertilization under dryland conditions. They have a high 
water requirement to produce good yieldso Considerable care is needed 
to maintain favorable tilth; the surface soil slakes badly on wetting 
and develops two to three inch crusts on dryin$'., Excessive tillage 
should be avoidedo Cover cropsj) where their use is made feasEtble by 
irrigation, 1:1hould be worked into the surfa,ce o Great ce.re must be 
exercised to avoid excessive applications of high sodium content watero 
Lawton Soils 
The Lawton soils have been developed in old gravelly alluvium 
from igneous rocks and associated soils in the vicinity of the Wichita 
mountains in the southeastern part of the Rolling Red Plainso They are 
found on upland in old alluvial fanso The surfaces are largely convex 
and the gradient is one to three percento The native vegets.tion was 
mixed grasses; the major present land use is general farming with some 
areas still in short and mid grasses~ 
The A horizon is usually about 12 inches of brown silt loam which 
*For complete profile see Appendixy Po 60" 
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is strong fine grarmlar 9 friables and slightly acid" This grades through 
two transition horizons to the major B horizon of reddish=brown clay 
which is compound coarse granular and prismatic, firm, and slowly per-
meableo This grades shortly into stratified layers of igneous pebbles 
mixed with red clay a.nd sandy clayc Some igneous pebbles occur near 
the surface without seriously alter.ing the soil characteristics.o There 
are numerous films and concretions of blaek materia.l below 30 incheso 
Lawton silt loam~ with 12 inch A horizons on one percent slopes 1 i~ 
was used for general experimental work on the old D:ryland Experiment 
Station at Lawton., Cotton production records for the 17 years 9 1933-
1949 9 give the followirg results: 
Very low level mane.gement 
Continuous cotton9 spring listing 
Low level management 
0000000,-000: 
Pounds 
lint per acre 
0 • 135 
Continuous cotton 9 fe.11 plowing ., o o o o • " o " o " " • 221 
Rotation cottonv cowpeas, spring plowing. o • " • o o 207 
Medium level management 
Rotation cotton, oats 9 Kafir 
( me.nured), cowpeas j fall plowing" " e • o o a o o o • o o 250 
Prmred potential 
Rotation sweet clover)/ sweet clover 9 
cotton 9 and Ka.fir 9 fall plowing9 1942 $ Q O O O O O ~ 0 0 659 
Lawton soils are not pa.rticularly droughty but moisture is usu~ 
ally the first limiting factor. They are moderately high in native 
fert.ility and were not shown to be responsive to fertiliza.t:1.on., 
*For complete profile see Appendix9 p, 6le 
Table 1, Cotton Production by Soil Types and Management Levels 
rears in Low Level* Medo Level* High Level* Proven* 
Soil Type Slope Test Management Management Mana.gement Potential 
San Saba clay lo5% 5 339 
Oke~ah silt loam lo0% J 348 
Kirkland silt loam 1QO% 40 237 252 296 701 
!forge loam 1 .. 2% 9 308 360 452 1190 
Vaness loam 1.,0% 13 286 
Teller fine So loam 2.0% 5 633 
Reinach silt loam 0.,5% 9 378 
Port silt loam Oa5% 5 466 
Zaneis loam 747% 25 210 
Brownfield lo fo sand 1,0% 4 109 223 279 517 
Dill fo sandy loam 2e0% 5 237 
Enterprise Vo f¢ So loam Oo5% 5 296 
Tipton silt loam O,, 5% 5 276 
Foard silty clay loam lo0% i+ 864* 
Lawton silt loam lo0% 17 221 250 659 
*Irrigated 
Note~ This list is for convenience only and not for direct comparison of one soil ag.~dnst another@ 
Lol&l level management includes those plots on which reasonable management practices were employed but 
nothing more was done to improve yields" Usually fall plowed~ continuous cotton,. 
Medium level management includes those plots where some additional practice was employed to increase 
production. Usually fall plowed and rotations or commercial fertilizerso 
High level management includes those plots where several yield boosting practices were used, Often 
fall plowed, rotations 9 and commercial fertilizerso 
Proved potentials are given only where there has been variation of treatments to cause a wide spread 
in yields and where individual plot yields are availableo No editing was done to select treatments 
which could be recommendedo No statement is made as to probability of duplicr:;ting these y:telds@ 
~!.:,.. 
i-,J 
CHAPTER V 
DISdUSSION 
Mapping of soils did not start in this country until late in 
the nineteenth centuryo Earlier att,empts at mapping soils were really 
expressions of surface geology and revealed very little concerning the 
soil body itself a Even the early soil maps are unsatisfactory by to= 
day's standards and criteriao Yet this generation of soil scientists 
will ha.ve failed if today 1 s maps are acceptable when another 60 yea.rs 
elapse" There is some_indication that the hard part of developing 
correct criteria and procedure is over; but knowledge is built on 
knowledge and advances are being made in our understanding of soilsa 
The classification scheme is constantly and agonizingly being revised. 
Th~ changes come slowlyo 
Soils are individualso Each is the unique result of interaction 
of the soil=forming factorso Soils are three=dimensional bodies usu-
ally surrounded by other soilso Even where the earth is continuously 
covered with soil, the individual soils may change with varia.tion in 
slope~ surface soil texture, permeability~ depth of soilj or other 
factors which affect the growth of plants,, Soils are individuals just 
as each animal in a herd of cattle is an individualo By the same 
analogy II soils a.re grouped by soil series just as cattle are grouped 
by breedso Members of a series are found wherever similar conditions 
of' soil forming factors occuro 
The study of crop yields and results of' management pra,ctices 
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according to the soil type is an empirical study" It does not, contri= 
bute directly to our store of fundamental facts of biologice.1 9 chemi= 
cal» or physical reactions which result in crop productiono It does; 
howeverJ shed light on areas where we need additional basic research 
and it puts ·to work the knowledge we do hav·e,. Reactions observed on 
one plot can be expected to be duplicated wherever similar soil and 
climatic conditions existo Thusl the detailed soil survey is a vehi-
cle for carrying experimental resu.lts to the farm .. When similar fea~ 
tures are found in soil types other than the one with experimental evi-
dence9 logic1:1l inferences can be madeo 
Cotton is grown on soil types which differ widely in soil charac= 
teristicso Climatic conditions have more influence on any one yield 
tha.n do soil characteristics.)) yet the soil type has more influence on 
the average yield than does the average rainfallc • 
The use of winter cover and green manure crops was shown to de= 
crease continuous cotton yields on Kirkland silt loam,, This is due 
to the loss of moisture used in growing and in decomposing these cropso 
This practice could be expected to decrease cotton yields on Lawton9 
Foa.rdl' Okemah 9 and San Saba soils except under most favorable moisture 
conditionso The u.se of green manure crops increases the avera.ge con.-
tinuous cotton yield or deep plowed Brownfield lee.my fine sand a.nd on 
Dill fine sandy loamo Continued use of' green .J;BJ;r11re crops should be 
beneficial on Vanoss 9 Zaneis 9 Port 9 Reina.ch~ Enterprise 9 and possibly 
'I'ipton soilso 
Commercial fertilizers have been shown to increase cotton yields 
materially on Teller fine sandy loam)) Norge loam~ Port silt loam, and 
Brownfield loamy fine sando Fertility tests on Lawton silt loam.)) 
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Kirkland silt loam9 and Tipton silt loam have shown little or no res-
sponse of cotton to added nutrientso Reinach~ Vanoss)) Ze,neis~ Dill,, 
and Enterprise soils should respond to proper fertilization while no 
response could be expected on San Saba or Foard soils except ~ith high 
moisture levelso 
There seems to be an interaction between cotton variety and soil 
types; the reason for the relation is not readily apparent, For the 
five year period of 191,4-1948 Hi=Bred produced higher yields at Chick-
asha and Perkins than did Lankart 57 or Mebane 6801-2=1; its yield was 
well below both at Lawton; its yield was below that of Mebane 6801-2-1 
and above Lankart 57 at Tipton, For the period 1950 to 1954 Lankart 57 
competed best on tight upland soils of central and western Oklahoma (16), 
In no case do we know the limits of response of cotton to increas= 
ing increments of one nutrient on a given Oklahoma soiL The over=all 
effect of any tillage operation on the moisture of any given soil is 
known by inference only; the inference varies with soils. We have 
little recorded information on the effect of tillage on structure or 
tilth as influenced by other soil ehareeteristicso The reasons for 
beneficial influence of organic debris such as cotton burrs is not ade-
qua.tely understooda 
In order to learn more concerning Oklahoma soils 9 minimum tests 
should be placed on key soils in each of the major soil associationso 
These tests should be designed to study response to rates and eombi~ 
nations of fertilizers 9 fertilizer placement~ tillage methods,, and 
cropping practices<> Valuable information can also be gathered if me.n= 
agement practices and yields are recorded from fields selected on the 
basis of uniformity of soils and management practices" 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMA.RY A1-J-U CONCLUSIONS 
The history of soil survey activity was reviewed~ The literature 
was examined to determine the earliest attempt at classifice,tion and 
mapping to follow the early work in the United States., The contri-
bution of key men was ascertained and the criteria by which soils are 
classified were briefly recordedo 
The factors of soil formation and, therefore 9 variation in soils 
was listed and discussedo The variation in Oklahoma 0s geological de-
posits was presented as a means of explaining some of the variability 
of the state's soils. A discussion of the Soil Resource Areas of Okla-
ham.a was given as a background for the individual soils presented later. 
Fifteen soils were characterized by their location, geologic posi= 
tionP topography9 use, morphology~ and cotton production in relation to 
management pra,cticeso A general discussion9 based o:n these data and 
preceding material 9 was given to show that the soil type is the logical 
basis for utilizing experimental results. 
The tnajor conclusions drawn are given as follows: 
lo The real beginntng of soil survey in this country was the es= 
tablishment of the Division of Soils within USDA in 18990 
2. Mapping was bago.n in Oklahoma in 1905~ Standard soil survey 
reports are available for 25 counties., Unpublished detailed 
surveys are locally available for a large portion of Oklahoma. 
3 .. Good, practical classification criteria and sound mapping tech-
niques are in use~ 
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4., Soils are individuals and should be treated a.s such" Cultural 
practices which may be very beneficial on one soil type may 
decrease crop yields on anothero The characteristics of a 
soil type are largely responsible for the avera.ge crop produc-
tion over a.n extended period o 
5 0 , There is need for further resea:rch to determine response to 
management practices on key cotton soils of Oklahomao 
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SAN SABA CLAY 
Spot location near the center of Seco 6i T 5 S~ R 10 E~ two miles 
east of Caddo on a weakly convex surface with a gradient of about 1t 
percent., 
Profile: 
A 0=16n Very dark=gray (2.,5Y 3/0) heavy clay loam, strong medium gran-
ular, coarse below plow layer of 6 inches; firm but extremely 
crumbly; pH 8~0 9 calcareous; many roots; grades to next hori= 
zono 
AC 16,.,46 Dark-gray {2 .. 5Y 4/b) clay, massive to weRk coarse gre.nular; 
plastic when wet and firm when dry; pH 800; few fine concre= 
tions of CaCO~, grades slowly to horizon belowo 
. .J 
C 46-54 Olive-brown (2 .. 5Y 4/4) clay, massive; plastic; pH 800, nrtme= 
rous Caco3 concretions,. This may be calcareous marl of Cre= 
taceous age" 
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KIRKLAND SILT LOAM 
Spot loca.tion in plot 6100 of the Agror1omy Farm, SE 1/ 4~ Sec., 16, 
T 19 N, R 2 Ey immediately west of Stillwaterc Plane slope with gradi-
ent of slightly less than l percento 
Profile: 
B.22 
0=8n Grayish=brown (lOYR 4 .. 5/2; 3 .. 5/2 moist) heavy silt loam, 
weak medium granular; friable; pH 6.,5, a few fine pores; 
rests abruptly on horizon belowo 
8=22 Dark-grayish=brown (9YR 4~5/2; 3/2 moist) clay; moderate 
fine blocky, very firm, sticky and plastic when wet; very 
slowly permeable, pH 7 .,,0; strong cle.y films on sides of 
p19ds; occasional fine black concretions, grades slowly to: 
22=32 Dark=grayish=brown (lOYR 4/2, 3/2 moist) clay; wea.k angu= 
lar blocky; very firm and compact; very slowly permeable, 
pH 7¢5; occasional fine black pellets; a few strong=brown 
specks about the tiny root holes; many fi.ne CaC03 concre= 
tions below 2611 , weak clay skins, grades slowly to hori= 
zon below,. 
32=42 Brown (7@5YR 5/4; 4/3 moist) light clay; weak medium blocky; 
firm to very firmy very hard when dry; pH 7~5, occasional 
black pellets and Caco3 concretions; sides of peds have 
week coatings of dark=brown material; grades to layer be= 
lOWo 
42=52 Reddish=brown (5YR 5/4, 4/4 moist) heavy silty clay loam 
or light silty clay much like the layer above, pH 7o5; 
occasional coarse Caco3 concretions and black ferruginous 
films; grades to layer below4 
52=64 Reddish=brown (3~4YR 5/4, 4/4 moist) silty clay loam with 
occasional splotches of red and fewer light=gray streaks; 
weak irregular blocky; firm, slowly permeable, pH 7~5; 
occasional fine black pellets and fine concretions of CaCe3·; 
grades to layer belowo 
64=84 Red (2o5YR 4/6, 3/6 moist) silty clay with occasional light-
gray streaks and splotches, weak medium blocky; firm but not 
compact, pH 7 ~ 5; man;y· fine pores; changes little with depth., 
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NORGE LOAM 
Location in Series 1000 of Perkins Farm!) nine miles south of 
Stillv1ater 9 Sec .. 36, T 18 N9 R 2 E., The surface is broadly convex 
and the gradient is slightly over l percer1t., 
Profilei 
0=14u Brown (7 .,5YR 5/3, 4/2 moist) loam with visible very fine 
sand; compound angular breakage and moderate medium gran= 
ular, friable, porous and permeablei pH 6a0; contains many 
worm holes and casts and fine root holes, crushes slightly 
mor~ red; structure weaker in plow zone, grade& to layer' 
below., 
14=22 Brown (7.,5YR 5/3; 4/3 moist.) clay loam thinly and faintly 
streaked with light-brown, moderate medium subangular blocky, 
firm, hard when dry; permeablet pH 6 .. 0; contains many pores 
and pin holes and occasional black concretions, becomes more 
streaked as it, grades toi 
B21 22=.32 Reddish=brown (5YR 5/5, 4/5 moist) light sandy clay 'With a 
few fine light=brown streaks, compound weak coarse pris-
ms.tic and moderate medium. subangular blocky, firm; slowly 
permeable, pH 6 .. 5; occasional medium black conc:re·tions; 
grades to layer below., 
Light.wbrown (7 ,,5YR 6/4; 5/L~ moist) light sandy clay with 
common coarse distinct brownish=yellow and ye 1_lowish-red 
mottles, wea.k coarse prismatic and weak medium subangula.r 
blockyj firm; slowl;v permeable, pH 6,.5, occasional medium 
and coarse black concretions and ferruginous films; gra.des 
slot1ly to horizon belm,ro 
Reddish=yellow (7 «5YR 6/6; 5/6 moist) hea.vy sandy cla.y loam 
containing, much coarse sand; fra.gmental breab.ge and weftk 
medium subangular bloc:ky, firm; permeable, pH 7 .. 0; occasional 
fine black concretions and st~eaks of brownish-yellow and 
brown, grades to layer below through a broad transition zows o 
C 54=84 Streaks of light=reddish=brown;1 strong=brown, and reddish= 
yellow fine sandy 1f>am with lenses ot" light sandy clay loam, 
friable a.nd permeabl.e, pH 7 .,0 Q This appears to be strati= 
fied old alluvium of Pleistocene age, 
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VANOSS LOAM 
Perkins Farm9 plots 38D0=4100 9 near southwest corner of Sec., 36, 
T 18 N, R 2 EJ in continuous cotton plots 9 surface is plane to weak 
convex and the gradient is about t percento 
Profile~ 
0-16" Brown (7.,5YR 5/31 3.,5/2 moist) loam, moderate medium granu= 
lar; crumbly a.nd friable, porous and permeable, pH 6 .. 0; many 
pores and pin holes; shear glazed face at plow depth of B 
inches with less granuls.tion above and tendency to weak 
coarse platiness below, grades to layer belowo 
16=22 Brown (7o5YR 5/3; 3/2 moist) heavy loam; moderate medium gran-
n1ar; permeable; pH 6.,0; many pin holes; grades to horizon 
below., 
B21 22=32 Brown (7~""R 5/3; 4/3 moist) clay loam; compound moderate 
medium granular and weak fine subangular blocky; firm, hard 
when dry; porous and permeable; pH 6~0, grades to horizon 
belowo 
B22 .32=40 Brown (?w5YR 5/4, 4/4 moist) sandy clay loam; same structure 
and consistenoe as above, pH 6~5, becomes increasingly coarse 
with depth and grades into layer belowo 
B.3 40=50 Strong brown (7a5YR 505/6; 5/6 moist) sandy clay loam; weak 
medium subangular blocky, friable to firm, porous and perm= 
eable, pH 605, grades to layer below,. 
C1 50,=60 Same as above but contains a. few9 medium9 distinct yellowish-
red mottles; pH 6"5, grades to layer below., 
60-110 Visibly stratified old alluvium with reddish=yellow (?.,5YR 
6/6, 5/6 moist) fine sandy loam and sandy clay loarnJ red 
(2,.5YR 5/6; 4/6 moist) sandy elay loam9 and a few seams of 
pink (7~5YR 7/4) fine sandy loam., This alluvium is possibly 
of Pleistocene age., 
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REINACH SILT LO.A.14 
Spot location near southeast corner of Sec~ 27~ T 7 N, R 7 W, on 
Oklahoma Cotton Research Station one mile east of Chickasha, above 
flood plain of Washita Rivero The surface is weakly convex and has a 
gradient of abo~t t percento 
Profile: 
A 0=18° Reddish-brown (5YR 5/4; 3/4 moist) silt loam; weak medium 
granular; friable; porous and permeable; pH 7.0; many worm 
boles and casts and pin holeso The color becomes redder 
and texture heavier with depth and there is weak prismatic 
breakage below plow deptho 
C1 18-38 Red (2.5YR 5/7; 4/7 moist) silt loam; weak prismatic and 
modera.te medium greT'lular; friable and permeable; pH 8 .. 0; 
a few calcareous~ light reddish=brown mottles or spots in 
lower portion; grades to horizon belowo 
C2 36-84 Red (2.5YR 5.7; 4.7 moist) strongly calcareous silt loam 
with occasional streaks and a few concretions of OaC03, 
becomes light=red with deptho This is probably Recent 
age alluvium but is not noticeably stratified. 
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BROWNFIELD LOA!~I FINE SAND 
No spot location is available of the test area before deep plow-
ing. The beneficially affected areas were similar to this idealized 
profile description., The surface of Brownfield is plane to gently un-
dula,ting with the gradient seldom exceeding 3 percent,, 
Profile: 
0=6" Brown (7 ,,5YR 5/3; 4/3 moist) loamy fine sand; single grain; 
friable; pH 608; grades to horizon belowo 
A2 6-18 Light reddish=brown (5YR 6/4, 6/4 moist) loamy fine sand; 
single grain9 friable; pH 6,.8; rests abruptly on horizon 
below. 
B2 18=44 Red (2.,5YR 4/6, 3/6 moist) heavy sandy clay loam; weak coarse-
blocky; friable to firm; pH 7o0; grades slowly to horizon be-
low. 
C 44=54 Yellowish=red sticky loam becoming more s:::;ndy with depth; 
pH '?.O; in places the material is slightly calcareous in 
lo'W8r portion., This may be Qnarternary outwash which was 
deposited over the Permian red bed materials below" 
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DILL FINE SANDY LOAM 
Spot location near north qt1arter=corr1er of Sec~ 26 9 T 11 N, 
R' 21 W9 east of Elk City on gently sloping upland with a long 2 
percent gradient 9 weakly comrex9 
Profile~ 
0=15" Red (2.,5YR 4/5, 3/4 moist) fine sandy loam; weak fine 
granular; porous and permeable~ pH 7~0; shear plow face 
at 10 inches with weaker structure above and with worm 
holes and fine pores below, grades to horizon belowo 
B21 15=26 
B22 26=36 
Red (295YR 5/5, 3/4 moist) light sandy clay loam; weak 
medium suba.ngular blocky; friable; slightly hard dry; 
few fine pores and root holes; pH 7a5; grades to horizon 
belowo 
Weak-red (10 R 5/4; 4/4 moist) sandy clay loam; frag-
mental breakage.\) weak medium subangular blocky; friable 
to firm~ slightly hard when dry9 permeable, pH 7o5, 
grades to horizon belowo 
36=44 Weak=red soft sands with seams of reddish=yellow fine 
sandy loam of partly weathered sandy beds; pH 7o5Q 
c2 44=54 Red (2~5YR 5/6) slightly weathered packsand of the Quarter=ma~ter formation and thin bands of reddish= 
yellow sandy loams and shale=like silty clay loams; pH 7o5o 
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ENTERPRISE VERY FINE SA~IDY LOi\M 
Spot location nea.r north quarter=corner of Sec~ 13 9 T 4 S, R 17 W~ 
on a smooth, nearly level fieldJ very gently undulating surfaceG There 
are long, low dunes in the vicinity of the farm buildings to the south 
and nearer the Red Rivero 
Profile: 
A 0=18" Brown (6o5YR 4/4 moist) very fine sandy loam; weak medium 
gre.nular, friable; porous and permeable, many fine pores 
below average plow depth; pH 7~5, grades through a 3 inch 
transition to~ 
18=36 Light=reddish-brown (5YR 6/5, 4/5 moist) very fine sandy 
loam, friable and permeable but only a few stable granular 
aggrega.tes, occasional small white spots and threads of 
CaC03, pH 8.0; grades to horizon below. 
36=54 Pink (6,5YR 7/5, 5.,5/5 moist) very fine sandy loam; porous 
and permeable; Ca.co3 not in evidence. This appears to be 
an aeolian deposit of Pleistocene and Recent geologic age. 
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TIPTON SILT LOfiliI 
Spot location in the N t of the SE t Seco 25, T 1 S, R 19 W, on 
the Cotton Substation$ Tiptono Surface is nearly level to plane with 
t percent gradient~ 
Profile: 
A 0,=18" Brown (7 o5 YR 5/3; 4/3 moist) silt loam; weak medium granu= 
lar, friable; permeable, pH 7,,2, many pores and fine root 
holes; ploW' planes evident; grades to horizon beloW'o 
B21 18=32 Brown (7 .. 5YR 5/3; 4/3 moist) heavy silt loam; weak medium 
·. granular, friable 9 permeable; pH 7o5, occasional very fine 
black concretions, grades to horizon belowo 
B22 32-48 Light-reddish=brown (5YR 6/3; 4/3 moist) light clay loam; 
weak medium granular; friable; hard when dry, a few very 
fine pink specks of Caco3 in the lower portion; pH 7"5; 
many pin holes and worm holes; occasional round black 
concretions; grades to horizon below" 
Cea 48=64 As above but with numerous threads and streaks of nee.rly 
whit~ CaG03; grades to horizon below~ 
C2 64=84 Light-brown (7.5YR 6/4, 4/3 moist) calcareous heavy silt 
loam with a few streaks of CaC0.30 It appears to be loess 
which has an appreciable amount of very fine sando 
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FOARD SILTY CLAY LOAM 
Spot location near center of Sec. 6, T 1 N9 R 20 W. Gently 
sloping to the north ~r.ith plane slope of 1 percent~ Irrigation Re-
search Station, Altuso 
Profilei 
0=6" Dark-brown (7o5YR 4/2; 3/2 moist) silty clay loam; weak 
fine subangular blocky; firm 9 hard when dry; pH 7~5; sur= 
face is cloddy and tilth is poor, grades shortly to layer 
belowo 
6=18 Dark=brown (7,.5YR 4/2; 3/2 moist) clay; compound fine pris-
ms.tic and moderate medium subangular blocky; firm, very hard 
when dry, slowly permeable; pH 800 but non=calcareous, occa-
sional fine black concretionsy pin holes and fine root chan-
nels; ped surfaces slightly shinyo 
B22 18=30 Reddish-bro-wn (5YR 5/3; 4/3 moist) silty clay much like hor-
izon above but with numerous fine concretions and threads 
of CaG0:3; we11kly calcareous, grades to layer below, 
Bea 30=44 Reddish=brown (5YR 4/3, 3/3 moist) calcareous silty clay; 
i.reAk medium subangular blocky; firm to hard dry.9 slightly 
crumbly moist, slowly permeable, many coerse Caco3 concre-
tions, occasional fine black concretions and fine pores; 
grades to horizon belowD 
c1 44=66 Reddish-brown (5YR 4/4; 3/4 moist) silty clay like layer 
above but slightly more red; weak calcareous in mass to 
strong CRlcareous in specks and seams, occasional fine 
pores and roots, grades slowly to: 
C2 66=84 Red (2~5YR 4/6, 3/6 moist) calcareous clayey red beds ma-
terial which is streaked with pinkJ loamy soft CaC03,, This 
appears to be weathered soft red clay of the Hennessay for= 
mation •. 
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LAWTON SILT LOAM 
Spot location near south quarter-corner of Secq 19, T 2 N, 
R 11 W, on farm adjoining the old Dryland Experiment Station. Sur-
face weakly convex with gradient of about 1 percento 
Profile: 
0=12" Brown (7o5YR 4/3; 3/3 moist) silt loam; strong medium 
granular; friable; nonoalcareous; grades to horizon be-
low,, 
B1 12-19 Reddish-brown (5YR 4/4; 3/4 moist) silty clay; strong 
medium granular; friable; noncalcareous; grades belowo 
B2 19=30 Reddish-brown (4YR 3.5/4; 3/4 moist) clay; compound mode-
rate medium granular and medium prismatic; firm; perme-
able; color is verigated; grades shortly to horizon below., 
B3 30=54 Red (JYR 3/5; 3/6 moist) clay and sandy clay; strong 
prismatic; noncalcareous; ped surfaces coated with dark;-
brown films; strong stratification of these materials .. 
and weathered igneous pebbles; grades to horizon beloli~ 
C 54-61 Partly weathered igneous gravel in a matris of noncal-
careous clayey fine eartho This material is alluvial de-
posits composed of Precambrian granite and gabbro and local 
clay depositso 
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